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Belgium

- 3 Regional governments
- Competences: possession, sale, management coordination… of species

- Flanders
- Brussels
- Wallonia

- Federal government
- Competences: import, export... of species

- Coordination on Invasive Alien Species
- National Scientific Secretariat
- National Committee
- National Scientific Council
- www.iasregulation.be

http://www.iasregulation.be/


Outline

- This presentation will deal with Flanders only
- ANB : competent authority for species policy
- INBO : policy-supporting scientific work

- More specifically, this presentation will deal with rapid response measures on 
invasive alien species as coordinated by ANB

(Note : rapid response here is not restricted to Article 17 measures of 
Regulation EU nr. 1143/2014. Instead, it refers to any response to an observed
specimen that aims for its rapid elimination, with the purpose of preventing
the species’ establishment or spread.)



Ruddy duck

- The first formal rapid response 
protocol to become implemented

- Since 2011

- Convention of Bern
- Convention of Bonn (African-Eurasian

Migratory Waterbird Agreement)

- Current committment: to cull every
single specimen observed on Flemish
territory



Ruddy duck

- Low numbers
- Up until ± 2018 : mostly presumed

escapes
- Breeding unclear, but probable

though rare

- Restricted to core areas
- Waterbodies mostly managed by

public authorities or NGO’s

+ fairly easy setting for response actions
- Only feasible by culling (oppostion)





Ruddy duck



Other vertebrates

- With the Regulation EU nr. 
1143/2014 entering into force, ANB’s
rapid response chain was 
formalized for other vertebrate
species of the EU list

- In addition, other priority species
were covered by these chains
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Other examples of rapid response

Carpobrotus edulis
Very invasive in coastal areas
July 2017 : first observation
Response in less than two days
Establishment prevented
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Main source of observations that lead to rapid response : waarnemingen.be (observation.org)
Daily digest
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Other examples of rapid response

Asian hornet
VespaWatch project
https://vespawatch.be/

https://vespawatch.be/
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Other examples of rapid response

Tiger mosquito
Dedicated monitoring at points of entry
Any finding is treated
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Other examples of rapid response

American bullfrog
LIFE 3n bullfrog
www.stierkikker.be
Rapid response chain is being formalized

http://www.stierkikker.be/


https://www.ecopedia.be/pagina/exoten
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